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Situation as of 4 May 2020 

 

The government has decided on a deconfinement strategy that balances public health 
imperatives with the psycho-social, educational and economic aspects of the current 
containment. These imperatives also guide the phased resumption of activities in schools and 
care facilities. This will be done in accordance with the procedures decided to ensure the 
continuity of learning and announced at the press conference on 2 April.  
 
Classes will resume gradually from today (May 4th, 2020). However, the operating mode will 
not be the one we knew before 13 March; it will be adapted to the constraints of the health 
crisis.  
 
The objective remains unchanged: to enable all pupils to complete their school year in the 
best possible conditions to progress in their school career. At the same time, maximum 
protection of the health of each student and staff member remains a top priority, and efforts 
to limit the spread of COVID-19 and to protect the vulnerable population as much as possible 
are maintained. To this end, the phased reopening of schools and care facilities will be 
accompanied by the implementation of strict barrier measures in all institutions.  
 
In order to reconcile the objectives of maximum protection, the resumption of activities in 
the music education sector is planned as follows:  
 
 
1) Individual courses (1 pupil + 1 teacher) in the divisions moyenne, moyenne spécialisée, 
supérieure et diplôme de concert, all branches combined, will resume on 11 May.  
 
2) Will remain suspended until further notice, all branches combined:  
     - individual courses of éveil and the division inférieure; 
     - group courses. 
 
 
 

After consultation with the national commission of musical education programs and SYVICOL, 
the Ministry is in the process of adapting the curriculum and the examinations of the various 
branches of musical education in order to guarantee the smooth completion of the current 
school year and to enable all pupils to complete the school year under the best possible 
conditions. 

 

 



 For the divisions inférieure, moyenne et moyenne spécialisée (except diplôme du 
premier prix, ie diplôme du premier cycle, deuxième et première mention, certificat 
de passage et diplôme de la division moyenne, certificat du deuxième prix), and for all 
branches, for which two separate tests are necessary for obtaining a diploma, only 
one test is taken into account as defined by the management of the school. (In this 
case the technical test, having already taken place for the majority of the pupils 
concerned). The result of this test will be the final mark. 

 For the divisions inférieure, moyenne et moyenne spécialisée (except diplôme du 
premier prix, ie : diplôme du premier cycle, deuxième et première mention, certificat 
de passage et diplôme de la division moyenne, certificat du deuxième prix) the 
examinations for the following subjects for the 2019/2020 school year, are substituted 
by a pupil evaluation to be elaborated by the teacher: 1. Formation musicale/solfège, 
2. harmonie, 3. analyse musicale, 4. contrepoint, 5. musique de chambre, 6. art 
lyrique, 7. direction, 8. analyse jazz, 9. harmonie jazz, 10. art dramatique, 11. danse. 
The teacher will propose a final mark on the above-mentioned evaluation which will 
be validated by the director. The content of the evaluation will be defined by the 
director according to the subjects foreseen in the respective curriculum and those 
treated during the school year.  

 For the premier prix in all subjects, the examination will consist of a technical 
examination, the content of which is fixed for each subject in the respective curricula 
(and which has already taken place for the majority of the pupils concerned), and a 
public examination of which the content will be defined by the director, except for the 
following subjects: 1. formation musicale/solfège, 2. harmonie, 3. analyse musicale, 4. 
contrepoint , 5. musique de chambre, 6. art lyrique, 7. direction , 8. analyse jazz, 9. 
Harmonie jazz, 10. Art dramatique, 11. danse. Here the exam content is elaborated by 
the school management according to the respective curriculum and the content 
already treated in class. 

 For all branches of the diplôme supérieur, the admission test takes place (or has 
already taken place for the majority of the pupils concerned), with the content as laid 
out for each branch in the respective curricula. The planned examination, for which 
the content will now be composed of a program of the teacher's choice (without a 
nationally imposed work), respecting the minimum duration as defined in the 
respective curricula. For dance, the planned examination will be composed of a 
variation of the required level at the teacher's choice and a personal composition by 
the student (without a variation choreographed by a guest choreographer). 

 

 

A draft of the respective Grand-Ducal regulation will be submitted for approval to the 

Government and will enter into force on the day of its publication in the Official Journal of the 

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. 


